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Our story

Our story
It all began in South Africa in 1991, where we were a small start-up asset manager offering domestic strategies in an
emerging market. Over twenty five years of growth later we’re an international business managing approximately
$145.2 billion (31.03.19) for clients based all over the world.

Investec Asset Management provides investment products and services to institutions, advisory clients and
individuals. Our clients include pension funds, central banks, sovereign wealth funds, insurers, foundations, financial
advisers and individual investors.

https://www.investecassetmanagement.com/en/


Demerger of Investec Group and listing of Investec Asset
Management

Read more

 

New frontiers in sovereign debt investing
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Featured investment views

Podcast - From trade war to tech war
3 July 2019

Technology is quickly becoming the most significant area of competition in the US-China rivalry. How the tech war
interacts with the ongoing trade dispute is the key question. Will a trade deal settle the issue in the near term? Sahil
Mahtani and Lindsay Williams discuss.

Listen to podcast

Could advances in geo-spatial research transform sovereign debt investors’ ability to address environmental risks?

Read more
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Investec group

Our responsibility to society

As long-term asset managers, we are
deeply aware of our broader
responsibility to society. We are proud
to support a number of initiatives that
work with local communities and their
environments.

Read more

Investment Institute

Leveraging our firm’s expertise and a
worldwide network of experts we can
empower our clients as they navigate
an increasingly complex investment
landscape.

Read more

Investment teams

Introducing our investment model and
investment teams. Our focus is on
global and emerging markets
investing across asset classes.

Read more
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